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Introduc tory Statement.

The Center for Social Organ zation of Schools has Mwo primary

objectives to develop a scientific knowledge of howschools affect

their students, And to use this nowledge to develop better school

prsot_ces and organization.

The Center works throUgh three programs to achieve its objectives.

The Schools and Naturit. program is studying the effects of school,

f ily, aad peer group experiences on the development of attitudes

consistent with psychosocial maturity. The objectives are to formulate,

s s and research import educational.goals other than traditional

academic achievement. The program has developed the Psychoso

Maturity (PSM) Inv ntory for dhe a ent of adoles ent-social,

individual, and interpersonal adequa y. The School br anization p_

graM is currently concerned with surly) y-control structures, task

ictiires, reward systems, and peer group processes in schools. It

produced a large scale study of the effects of open schools,

bas developed the Maas-Camera-Tournament (TGT)--instructional process

for teaching various subjects in elementary and secondary schools, and

los produced a computerized System for school-wide attendance monitoring.

The School Process and Career Development program is studying transitions

high school to postsecondary instituti ns and the role of schooling

in he development of=career plans and the actualization of labor market

out omes.

This report examines trends in career stabili y and mid-career

c---n es for males end females over a five-year period.

Li
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Abs tract

Age trends in five-year career stability and change were examined in an

approximately one-in-a- bousand sample of 21 to 70 year old men and women workers.

Data on current occupation and occupation five years earlIer were collected by the

Census Bureau and reorganized for this study using Holland ccupational classi-

fication. Career stability increased with age for both sexes, and age differences

persi ted even when the analyses were restricted to occupation changers or socio-

economically mobile workers. .People initially employed -. in consistent occupations-

were more stable than those initially.employed. in inconsistent oceupations- Some,

kinds of mid-career redixeetion were more common than others. Suggestions for

industrial and counseling application and implications for vocational theory are

discussed.



Career Stability and Redirection Adulthood

Our luiowledge of adult career stability and change is incomplete or difficult

interpret, despite a variety of pioneering ef_ (Holland, Sorensen,

Nafziger & Bium, 1973; Lipset & Bendix, 1952; Nafziger, Holland, Kelins & McPartland,

1974; Biller & Form, 1947; ?ernes '1954; Wilensky, 1961). Previous work has.

sampled limited age ranges, used ambiguous occupational classifics.tions, treated all

occupational changes as equivalent events, qr not systematically examined age as a

lable. Other evidence is anecdotal (Levinson Dar ow, Klein, Levinson & McKee,

1974; Bills 1970; Rosenberg & Farrell, Note 1) has focused primarily,on the career

development of adolescents and youth (Jordaan, 1974). Rarely have developmental

speculations abo t adult careers been rigorously investigated (Hall & Mansfield,

1975).

Although the empirca1 base provides only fragments of-evidence, speculation

about adult careers Is booming (Brim & Abele 1975; Havighurst, 1973; Holland &

Gottfredson, in press; Pascal, 1975a; Super, Note 2). The present report attempts

to provide comp ehensive evidence relating to two of these developmental speculations:

that typical careers nay-initially be unstable but' become more stable with advancing

age, and that career stability is fos ered by work environments that nake convergent

demands.on a worker=

Although previous research using psychological classificatIons of occupations

implies that adult careers tend to be stable (Holland et al.,-1973; Nafziger et al.,

1974; Parsons, 1971), the best evidence relating a_e to career stability comes from

the work of labor econ mists who organize occupational data in ether

Parses, 1954; Farne: Adams, Andriseni, Kellen & Nestel., 1975; .BYTA0

These researchers bave examined the occupationa
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workers of different ages and found mobility more common for younger than for

older w_ kers. Parnes and his ass _iates have suggested that the lower mobility of

older workers can be partly explained in terms of the increasing job security that

comes with tenure, coverage by pension plans,- job satisfaction and attachment, and

monetary and labor market considerations.

In contrast to the work of these labor economists, the go 1 of the present

research is to examine the stability of careers by classifying paychologically

jelated occupations together. Not all occupational shifts are major shifts in the

k done or the demands made on a person by the job. Holland's (1973-

occupational classif cation is used to provide a structure for distinguishing

major career shifts from minor shifts that do not constitute important career

redirection This scheme classifIes occupations10 one of six categories-realistic,

investigative, artistic social, enterprising, and conventional. Tbe details of the

classification and its development are given in Holland's (1973) book.

This report di-e-s employment data for large, nationally representative samples

of employed adult men and women in an attempt to answe- the following questions:

1. How stable are work histories in terms of the classification?

2. Are there differences in stability associated with the age of the worker?

3. Do certain kinds of occupations appear to promote orderly careers while

e-s foster instability?

4. What kinds of mid-career shifts are most common?

ethod

frIelatan

Civilian employment data were collected by the U.S. Bu e u of the Census in

1970. The sampling unit was the housing unit, except for group quarters identif_ed

in advance where the unit was the person. Reports of 1970 employment and retro-

ctive report5 of 1965 employment were requested for every twentieth sampling



unit using a questionnaire called the 5% questionnaire. The questions about

occupation a hown by the U.S. Bureau of the Census (1970, p. 18). Information

about cu rent occupation included a list of the most important activities or duties

performed. Only an occupatIonal title was recorded for the retrospectIve report

a person's 1965 activity. This information was subsequently coded by Census Bureau

clerks into the 417 detailed occupational categories (three-digit census codes)

used in the 1970 version ef the Class ied Index of industries and Occupations

(U.S. Bureau

aged 21-70 using

stratified 1/50 subsamTle of ell 5% questionnaires (U S. Burea of.the Census

.Censue, 1971) Age-specific tabulations were made for wOrke

pro±ded by the Census BUrean. The tapes contained a

and the efore contained a 1 Apoo sample o the population.

Detailed census codes for occupations were recoded according to Holland's

classification by using the codes provided by Holland (1973) or by using Viernstein's

(1972, table 4).p ocedure to obtain a code for titles not listed by Holland. Detailed

census codes were also recoded into general educational development (GED) levels

listed by the U.S. Department of Labor (1965).

When occupation was not reported the Census Bureau used demographic characteristics

to.allocate people to one of the major occupatio al categories (i.e. , professional,

technical and kind ed; clerical; etc.) in the-census classification. About 5.6%

f the men and 6.6% of the women were allocated in this way. The percentage allo ated

within each of the najor census groupings ranged from 3.6 to 11.7%--most being allocated

in the-Iaborer and servi -rke categories. -All allocated cases were excludedJrom
.

'the analYses because the Trujor census troupings are heterogeneous with respeCt to

Holland category Cons quently, tabulations in the present report are for somewhat

less than 1/1000 of th ulations .in question To be included in the population..a

person must have been eiaployed in both 1965 And 1970.



Stat±stca1 ConsIderations

Tables in this report summarize Information about categorical agreinent between

occupations at two points in time using Cohen's (1960) kappa (K) as an indelx of

agreement. This inde_ gives the ratio of observed proportionate agreement b yond

chance to possible proportionate agreement beyond chance given the_tWO marginal

distributions across the six occupational categories. The maximum value that K

can take is 1.0. Because the samples are not_simple random samples, Ebe ampliag

variance of K estimated using the formula presented by Fleiss Cohen and Eve

(1969) i inappropriate. The

Monte Carlo methods

-the generally large sample sizes and the opportunity to examine trer

of samples, questions of statistical significance of differences are

than practical interpretations based'on sizes of differences or patterns across

nOt

availible, significance levels are not shown,in the tables. Even re1atvely small

differences may be statistically significant.

Reaults

sampling variance of K could be

hut the expense of that procedur s unwar-

g

nted cause Of

da oss sets

samples . For this reason, and because appropriate estimates of varia

ARli_dCareer Stability

Table 1 summer zes the results on five-year career stability for and

engaged in civilian employment in both 1965 and 1970. People whose ecupatLons at

se vh

occupations were in different categories wer

both times were in the same Hollandcategory we considered stable,

considered unstable.

assessed using simple percentage agreement, and b

a

cause some agreement occurs nirely

hy chance, K was also used. These results imply that

markedly up to aboUt the middle 30'

areer stability Iocrease

continues td increase at a slower rare up

about age 50 or 60, and remains at a high level up to age 70,

studied.

e oldest ae grout



Insert Table 1 About Her

Workers can have stable careers according to the classification by staying in

the same job, staying in the same occupation (defined by a three-digit census ode),

or by changing from

Consequently, an important qiestIon is whether the categorical stability trends shown

Table 1 might be due e'ntie1y to the tendency for workers to stay in the same

tion to another in the same classification category;

occupation. Indeed, earlier work (Byrne 1975; Saben, 1965) demonstrates that younger

workers are more occupationoaly-mobile than older workers. In the present samples, the

percentage of 21-25 year old workers with the sa

32.7 for men and 54.9 for wvme

ccupat

For the 61-65 year old workers these values were

77.3 and 78.2%. To ehec k n the possiblity that occupational stability may account

for all of the observed tegOrical stsbility, an additional analysis was performed.

For reasons of economy this analysis used only a subset of the data--alternate dge

groups.

Table 2 shows the teicai stabIlItyof workers exclliding all workers who

were employed in the same occupation in 1965 and 1970. The results imply that wo kers

who do shift occupations te0 to shift to occupations that a--

ap their previous occupation . The

the same category

ocs in this table indicate the degree Of greater-

than-chance agreement., Me siwpie percentages of agreement can be misleading because

thay reflect in part haace a$reement due to the mas

in the realistic category :for younger men. Accordin

tve base rates Yor'employment

the KS workers In the.youngest

'age group (21-25 years) 010 change occtipations are less categorically stable than a e

the older workers.

sert Table 2 About Here



A more s. _g nt test of the usefulness f th classification for organiz
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data about car e is shown in Table 3. This able was prepared because there is

an ass iation between the socioeconomic levels of occupations and their categories

according to th present classification Gottfredson & Daig . Note 3), and one could

arg that the stability observed, even after excluding people in the same occupation,

may be enti ly due t- the inability_of workers to change levels of work. Table

excludes data for workers who were employed in occupations at th same GED level la

1965 anci 1970. The K8 imply that these occupational changes do tend to be orderly

according to'the classification although the agreement between earlier and later

occupational category i

2 nd 3 show

eaker than the agreement shown in Tables1 and 2. les

ar age patterns. Workers over 30 are. more stable than younger,

workers., Once.again, 'the percentages of agreement are misleading because they in.

agreemen expected merely by-chance given the base rates.

Insert Table 3 About Here

The resu in Tables 1 to 3 imply that career stability terms of kind of

work is greater for older than for younger me and omen. Some of this greate

than-chance tability reflects a tendency fo people to rem in in the same occupa

especially older people. Although staying in the same occupation is. categorical

stability, categorical stability is apparent even when only occupation changers

are examined. Similarly, consi&Ting only people.who changed both occupation and

level of. occu ation, some tendency t remain in_the same category persists.

Naturally, possible cohort differences may confound hese analyses of age trends.

There no way to isolate this source of differences in a cro s-aectional study.

Although the table-show that t_ older workers in 1970 had more career stability

than yotnger workers in 1970, s e.of this difference in stability may be .due to



differences in the e experiences or circumata ces of the paople vho grew up at

7

different particular time periods.

Cpnsistency and Career_Stability

According to Holland's (1973) theory, some occupat ons are expected to promate

career stability end others are expected to promote instability. Specilleally,

consistent occUpations--those that make eowergent or compatible demandsare expected

to promote stability. An occupation is considered most consistent if the two

environmental models the occupation most resembles are adjacent an Eoliand (1973)

hexagon. Occupations are of intermediate consistency if they resemble envirommental

models that are alternate on the hexagon, and they are of low consistency if dhey

re emble models that are opposite each other on the hexagon. reople working

inconsistent occupations are expected to make more substantial shifts

than people working in consistent occupations.

This hypothesis is examined in Table 4 for men and Table 5

tables show the career stability of workers whose 1965 occupations had two-letter codes

of high, medium, or low consistency. The columns headed "% sana " show tle percentage

of people in a given group whose 1965 and 1970 occupations were in the same category.

The columns headed "% chance" sh'owthepercentage agreement expected in the sane

category based on the marginal distrib tions of occupations across the six categories

in 1965 and 1970. These columns are included as an interpretive aid because the

extremely high base rates in the realistic category for people with incoiisitent

occupations in 1965 (the most frequently occurring inconsistent to-letter occupational

code is RS) made the expected agreement rate very high for these people. rhe column

,headed "K" shows the ratio of greater-thaw-chance observed agre m reater-than-

chance possible agreement. For men in each age group, the Ks indicate greatest

categorical stability for workers with initial jobs of high consistency, ami lowest

categorical stability for men with initial jobs of low consistency. StabLlity for

%Tamen. rh_se



workers wl nitdal, jobs of medi m corisjtericy is izitermediatefor each age group.

mem genera2ly COflfQ11fl t th 521ne pattern as for rn but there are

Latfve sje of K for hi h nd nediuin consistency initial occupati ns

and 1-55 year old women.

r versals in the

for the 31-35

rt Tables 4 ad 5 Ab at Here

ection

Table 6 swilmarizeg i&oima tio on th

'categorAes for vorker aged- 41-55. Vor ma

work to eaterprisiin -s shAft

prinarLlyinariagerial, atpervLsory,

fot 41 to

mo-ved fxecpue tly b etween tiini

ye

qu shifts among oGeunaLional

oat requent shift was foin realistic

rota technfeaj occupations to occupations involving

persuasva woik with people Of all shifts

-old nen, 25% xaere front r enterprising work. Women-..

enterprising and cjveritiona1 or the realistic ahd

comventional categ ries and a small net shift I, the direction of enterprising
oUpatioris also oetzrred.

Insert 7able 6 Abcijj I Here

Discussion

es a descriptiort in structural term

lity ii adultheod The .r

=pa cional_ data a lalale, -At_ the sam

(a) estimates of the cfsgree of 5-year categorial change are low because of the

of e development

ely on the most comprehen e occu-.

tin -the sults-have the following imitation

prohatii I Ity that soH1 workr s left

-(b) the

(e) age trends are confounded _with possible cohort differences due to th 5°

sectional rtature of the stu..dr- and (d) only the career stability of p ople enployed

of

rc-ei1toTej a ory duririg Um Ant vaj; .

ospective reporting of eariJer employment may introduce recall er



in both 1965 a d 1970

additional veal-dugs

last limit inea that a va7i t

rs so:bil4y it a e 2954) not e>airdned. For

example, mobiJ3ty into amd out or tbe 2ab.er fc

who were employed_ at

S 1 Rotor a E3canining orily peopIe

o poiins Ln tine nakc erpretations e1ifficult to -eteçsd

lio sio-vewo e --in_ di _ _a men-- h.o _ a dvan d

_nto and out of t-he labor forae.

The results doclunent th arer NtaliIity increases ith age, and- .are c

with developmerital speculatx:oris oaf ThLjaii-d and Gottfredsom iri press 'These _thorg- ,

assume that a vorler ' caTeer ptio bec me narrowed bocaue f th _u *Usti

of past experiences and ioE, and hecalise of the wa a pers k last°

influenes pro ope cti=Ve ql s perceptions. S easinm '0 tabiL,ity

with e, comb inee with dat alliouA age tr.ends An job sati aeH..en (uInn

ugh, 1974) agre es jth theo _ ical epeotatio tbat people wial fLid
(ongruent jobs ¶rhis explanarJona reqara_ ihe assumti.ori. that pera oc upation,

congruence is gre t- f or oidal p ople. EvLdetlCe on this p

altho gh eviderme fcrx samT1

person-job congruence

high school -

Other develoysiem 1 pe1aiois eeive suppo

-
E 7otith (14<laugb1L-a 6;1'10 men 1974) stigEos,ts

1 ..y itneras e witli ase for people in, the first few years
1

T hies 3 pt-vi4

comprebensiv vomat ive imforinoti.on fox amses ing

or 'floundering' careers-.1n Super la teTrin (Sup

1974; Super Note and they su gest atalt substantial ilistabjaity is

1 atci 30's, but not tborealter,

The preserit -ulcs lieLp cla-ri sone Exppa

1 4

mhili2ed

6J Jodiin

CC

1 Co rillictJll results f tont ,.airLI.



-research. H llarvi et al. (1973) usedd _a on current occupation _ and occupationfive'

-years eerier for-a sample.of 757-men; 3G .tp 39 years old. The value of z calculat

their table for this five-year predictio is .55. Nafziger et al (1972, table

show cros -tabulations for 1968 by 1965 occupationa three-year intervalaccording

Holland category for 1369 white

from'their table

aged 14 24 The value of K calculated

is .39. The present results Table 1) on increasing stability

with age provide a background Tor interpreting these earlier results. Greater efficiency

of previous occupation in forecasting the category of later occupation is obtained with

older people. This. makes sense of the otherwise puzzling K of .55 aver five years

obtained by Holland et al. and the K of only .39 obtained hy Nafziger e for a

three-year erval; the explanation is that the Holland et al. sample was substantia ly

The results also provide a conte t for integrating other developm ntal researth

in the structural tradition. Taken together this research implies that vocational_

behavior becomes more stable with age. This evidence comes from three sources:

(a) The retest reliability of mea red,, ocational i terests is greater for people

first tested at older ages. Campbell (1971) shows median 11-to-,20 year rotc

reliabilities rising from .64 for initial testings at age 17 to 18 to .80 for initial

testings at age 26 and avL (b) Predictions of subsequent oc upational category

using categorized ei<pressad choice is more efficient for older than EOT younger

people (McLaughlin. & Tiedeman 1974). And (.) The categorical stability of occu-

,pa,t±onaltransitions is greater for older workers, according to the present r909.1t:

The results have several implicati for evaluatin lland's occupational

classification. Earlier work has shown that the occup t o in a man's woric his

nd to be orderly in terms of the clas fication'alolland et al., 1973; Nafzicer

et 4 1974; Parsons, 1971. The pres nt research extend'a this earlier work by

1.5



showing that: (a) the classification organizes the work histories of older people

..mote efficiently -than those of young pecle; (b) the classification applies to beth'

:women and men; (c) the classification appears sensitive to developmental trends;

'---(d)t1 cLàss±ficatjn ork even when only occupation changers and level changers

are included in the analyses.. In short, reservations (Osipow, 1973; Super, Note 2;.

Walsh, 073) about the classification's applicability to adult men and women and to-

developmeatal problems are no longer appropriate.

Mid-Career Shift

Some results on category Changes may add to an understanding of mid-career

lifts. Information about the nature of these shifts is important because the

-evidence now available is largely anecdotal 1975b). One reason for the..

:lack of data is the lack of a definition of a career shift (Pascal., 1975b). Pa cal.

and dhe authors .he reviews re ognize that a progression I -om typist to secrttary,

fo_ example, does --t con -titute :edirection, but at the.same time they cannnot say

assurance what doe,-, .In contrast Hollam.d's classification provides a systemati

way to define redirection' in kind of work. Ale categories and their relations on the

hexagon provide a techt Tie for assessing degrees of redirection. Neverthel the

spectsdeflnition of redirection provided by the classification does not oever all

redirection. For example, some of the shifts discassed by Pascal, e.g. laboratory

technician to physician, are large changes in level rather than siifts in kind of work.

Similarly, some changes to new occupations &t the same level and in the same category

a change from renal to cardiac surgeon) may require extenslve retraining. The

present definition does not consider these changes redirection b the occupationu

represenLatives of the same kind and le el and are therefore expect d to present

enviroaments similar to the past env,rnments of workers who make these hi

he same time, this kiad of shift is expected to be rare.



What does the evidence on mid-life career change Imply? First, not only did

about 757 of the men and about 70% of the women aged 42 to 55 have the same occupation

in 1965 aS in 1970, but among those whoehrlmt:t, occupation almost 60% remained in the

same category_of_ cork- Nevertheless category ahifting did-occur-for-about- 10-14%. ---

(Table I). The relative frequency of shifts from realistic to enterprising work a _ng men

interesting because this kind of shift in terms of Holland's hexagonal model is

a large shift in the nature of the work done and the demands made on the worker. The

shifts most common among women- xthanges between the enterprising and lonventional,

and the realistic and conventional categories-.ar relatively minor shifts according

to the hexagonal mode

The frequency of men changing from realist c to enterprising -ork is interesting

not only because of its psychological magnitude according to Holland's classification,

but also because case studies on mid-career crises (people having major difficultie

adjusting in midlif ) an often be reinterpreted

-The two case studies presented by Rosenberg and Verrell (Note 1) are examples of

difficulty in making r

s of the classification.

enterprising hifts. In addition, bath men in the

case studies appear to have h stories of poor interpersonal skills--skills that are

required for enterprising work.

In the case of women the relative infrequency of major shifts--shifts to
--

categories of -ork distant on the hexagonsuggests that mid-life redirection problems

for women may involve other kinds of difficulty. The Low exa ples given by Pascal

(1975b) appear consistent with the speculation that mid-career problems for women

more often f_ us on entry into the workforce after a change in life circumstances--

le

women going te work after

home.

If these interproteUons

death of a husband or after the children have

-orreot one implication for-attempting

facilitate people's vocational adjustment would help men who are shifting

fr m realistic to enterprising work to develop peater interpo sonnl skills. These



skills are rela ively unimpor ant for reali tic work but are very important for

enterprising work. Or, it may be appropriate to help men adjust to their lack of

interpersonal skills by choosing appropriate alternative work. The few men expe-

riencing mid-career redirection (table 1) are often making major shifts in the kind

k ih-ey-do %Table

For a more straightfuvrard attempt at person-job matching may be mo

appropriate. Becatise women d° not appear to make major career shifts ve y often

and because we know that they sometimes have special problems related to entry into

the labor market at an advanced age, women at mddlife may more often be facing t

similar t o those of Sup s establishment stage--settling down in an occupation--

even the tasks of the late exploratory stage--trying out th ir vocational choices

ks

to learn whether their choices are satisfactozy,

Because w en's careers show even greater categorical stability than men's,

it is plausible that some of this greater stability is due to a narrower range

career options for women. In other words, once a woman enters a category of w

-there may be more obstacles to change than there are for men. Alternatively,

may seek redirection more_ often than women. Unfortunately, the present data do not

allow an examination of these possibilities.

Consistency and Stability

The categorical stability found for workers whose initial jobs were more consistent

supports a hypothesis derived from Holland's tleory- c upations that make divergent

demands and provide divergent rewards are expected to promote instability. The

present results extend the findings of related studiesOf consistency. Holland

(1960 fourd tl

Inventory e

students

(1975) fo

students' persona consistency (based on Vocational Preference

_s) moderated the prediction of vocational choice consistent male col.leg

predictable. In a study limited to investigative.types, O'Nel

allege students who resembled the investigative type, according to

their Self-Directed Search profiles, mnore often expressed investigative prefere
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years later if their profiles were consistent rather than incons tent.

larger:study, Holland (1973) studied men whose first full-time jobs

were in the realistic category and found that men with consistent occupational

were more likely to be employed in realistic work five and ten years later. Nafziger
_

al. (1974) also found that consistency of earlier jobs was related to categorical

stability for-white men, but not black men. And Gottfredson and Lipstein (1975)

a

these findings to women as well as men, to a broad age range of workers, arid to all

three

index

that parolees who claimed occupations that were inconsistent had more job

ility than did those with consistent occupations. The present research exten

levels of consiste cY. In a dition the present report uses a

of agreement than did the earler studies in which the degree.of agreement .

ore appropriate

observed was confounded by the degree of agreement expected Simply by cha

esults provide strong support for the construct of consisteney:-
---

Taken together, the evidence-about o eupational consistency now implies some

potential industrial and placement applications. Because incoasitent occupations

appear to pro ote instability, one appliaation would be to redesign jobs where turn-

over or dissatisfaction is a problem to try toimake the jobs more consistent.

Simile ly, the histories of people with apparent poor work adjustment could be

exa ined to determine if they have held a succes ion of inconsistent jobs. These

people may show greater stability if employed in consistent occupations,
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Table,

2

ent of 1965 and _1970 Oc upational _ tegory

for Employed Civilians

Age In

1970

Men

s= % same

25 74.6 - 7,37 1915 72.3

26-30 76.6 .57 3547 79 4

31-35 82.2 .70 3760 83.2

36-40 87.3 .79 3883 85.5

41-45 87.9 .80 4271 86.8

46-50 89.9 .82 4165 89:1

51 55 90.7 .83 3664 89.2

56-60 91.3 .84 3162 903

61-65 91.0 3 1937 90.0

66 70 91.2 .84 781 90.9

Women

.54 _1169.

.70 -1476:

.76 1253

.80 1487

.81 1827

.86 957



Categorical Agreemenh of Oc

- Whosei97OOccupatio n

Occupation

21-25 62.2 .12

35 56.8 .30

41-45 56.6 .31-

51-55 60.8 .31

61-65 60.4 .29

872

439



Table 3

Categorical Stability of Employed Civilians Who Changed

General Educational Development Level of Occupation

Between 1965 and 1970

Men
Age in-

Wo en

22

58.2 10 913 47.2 20 417

53 8 .26 1041 49.8 29 285

41-45

51-55

61-65--

53.9

57.2

56.8

.27

.26

793

573

280

52.4

50.7

43.0

.32

.31

355

276

128



Table

Five-Year Categorical Stability of Men Whose Initial Jobs We

of Low, Medium, or High Consistency

Consistency

MediumLow .

Age

group ame ctan e

High

ame I °tame K

21-25

31-35

41-45

51-55

61-65

73.8 72.5 .05 306 51.7 30.

77.7

201 78.0. 63.

75.2 26.2 .66 468 2 7 39,2

.40 1408

. 72 2879

93.6 82.8 .63 500 81.8 27.8 .75 6o5
8,2 40.0 .3o 3166

93.2 82.2 .62 471 86.8 30 4 .81 525 91.0 43.5 .84 2668

93.7 84.2 .60 269 83,9 28,3 .78 279 91.9 45.9 .85 1389



Table

Five-Year Categorical Stability of Women Whose Initial Jobs Were

Low

Age

Gr up / same / chan e

or High consist

Consistency

Medium

sane chance

21-25 44.9 31.8

31-35 76.9 48,9

41-) 80.7 49.8

51-5 85.5 47.5

61-65 80.5 46.6

197

.72 207

. .63 128

83.0 65.8 .50 513

86.2 43.0 .76 516

89.0 i15 81 654

93.2 41.3 652

92.2 38.4 345

High

ame chance g

69.8 31.5 .56 500

82.0 26.9 75 594

86.5 26.8 .82 976

87 4 26.1 .83 1040

90,9 25.9 .88 484



Table 6

Category of 1970 Occupation by Category of Occupation

Five Years Earlier for Workers Aged 41-55 in 1970

Occupation

5 Yrs. Earlier

1970 Oc-upation

A Total.

Men

Realistic (R) 7009 104 9 55
(8.2) (.7) (4.3

Investigative (I 57 699 4 13
(4.5) ( 3) (1.0

6 4

(.5)

152 1

517 77
)(24.8) (6.0

149 5
( 8) (.4)

4 2

(1.1) (.2)

37 18 7 600 37 17
(2.9) 1.4) (.6) (2.9) (1.3)-

nterprising 180 28 12: 32 1881: 58

(14.1) 2.2) (.9) (2.5) (4.5)

Conventional (C) 56

(4.14)

Total 7375 865 188 711 2352 639 12100

12

(.9)

4 10

(.3) (.8)

54 480
(4.2)

7571

827

.616

Women

Realistic 1668 5 1 51
(.8) (.2) (7.6)

Investiga 1 62 0 5

(.2) (.0) ' (.8)

Artistic

Social

Enterprising

Conventional

Total

58 121 1904
.7) 18.1)

7 77
(1.0)

0 1 44 2 5 2 54
(.0) (.2). (.3) (.8

32 6 8 1072 15 42 1175

(4.8) (.9) (1.2) 2.2) 6.3

30 0 0 20
(4.5) (.0) (.0) 0)

286 146

(6.9)

88 6 3 38 75 1977
(13.1) (.9) (.4) (5.7) (11.2) --

1819 80 56 1188 441 2195

382

21

579

Vote.: Parentheses show percent ges of al1 category changers who
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Appendix A

Detailed Tabulations for Iccupation changers

These tables form the basis for'the text tables ,that summarize

the categorical stability and change of workers who changed their

occupations between 1965 and 1970. They provide normateive data on

the relative frequency of categorical shifts of different kinds

for people of different ages.



Table A-1

Categery of 1970 Occupation by Category of 1965 Occupation

for Men and Women with Different Occupations at the Two

Times: Workers Aged 21-25 in 1970

Occupation

in 1965

1979 OcoUpation

Total

Men

Realistic (R)

Investiga ive (I )

Artistic

761 49 42 119

11 3 1 6

4 2 0

Social 27

Enterprising E) 40

.-: Conventional (C) 42

Total 885

Realistic

Investigative

Artistic

Social

Enterprising

Conventional

Total

73

2

21

3

36

135

67 9

Women

3 2

1 0

0 0

4 0

0 1

9 7

17 10

5 16

5 23

59 170

26 16

0 0

1 0

20_ 5

67 1045

0 21

1 9

1 40

12 79

la 95

99 1289

1

39

87

3

38

62

-80 200

.0

2

1

5

23 73

5 13

221 350

331 642

Note _This table includes only those workers whose -digit

census code for their 1970 occupation differed from the code for

their 1965 occupation. Underlining shows

same category at both imes.

a
62.2% ag eement, .116, p <
b495%

agreement, K .206, p < .001, est. Var

27
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Table A-2

Category of 1970 Occupation by Category of 1965 Occupa_ on

for Men and Women with Different Occupations at the Two

Times: Workers Aged 31-35 in 1970

Occupation

1965

1970 Occupation

A Total

Men
a

Realistic (R)

InVestigative (1

Artistic (.7)

Enterprising-(E)

COnventional (C)

Total-

669

29

21

73

24

819

6

34 1

2 7

10 5

31 168 28 977

7 25 6 102

3

30 3

14 97 H420 2 9

5 3 10 42 27 111

137 26 114 367 90 1553

Realistic

Investigative

Artistic

Social

Enterprising

Conventional

Total

89

1

1

11

3

36

141

o

2_
0

2

o

3

7

0

0

2_
3

1

2

8

20

3

1

52

1

24

101

11

0

0

5

5_
17

38

33

3

0

17

13

126

153

9

4

.90

23

208

487192

Note. This table includes only those workers whose 3-digit

census code for their 1970 occupation differed from the code for

their 1965 occupation. Underlining shows frequencies i

same category at both times.

,a56.8% agreement, K .303, p < 001, est. Var

56.7% agreement, K .379, p < Var



Table A-3

Category of 1970 Occupation by Category of 1965 Occupation

for Men and Women with Different Occupations at the Two

Times: Workers Aged 41-45 in 1970

OccuDation

In 1965

1970. Occupatio-

Total

Men

Realistic (R)

Investigative

Artistic (A)

487 40 7

I 21 18 , 2

24 133

5 25 .4 75

32 723

Social (8)

Enterprising CE

Conventional C

Total

4 43

69 11 4 9

13 6 4

26

5

16

95

26

7 300

29

en
b

Realistic

Investigative

Artistic

social

Enterprising

Conventional

Total

132 2

a

3

0

3_,

0

0
...

1

0

0-

2

19

2

0

47,
5

10

83

18

2

2

9

11_
28-

.70 :-.

50

2-

. 11

.14

150.

222.

11

4

86

37

-222

582

1

15

7

31

186 233

Note. This table includes only those workers whose 3-digit

census-code -for:their_1970_occupation_differed from the code

their 1965 occupation. Underlining shows frequencies in the

same category-at both times.
a
56.6% agreement, K = 310, p

58 4% agreement, ic = .403

.001, est. Va (lc ) 000410.

.001, est. Var(k ) 000768.



Table A-4

Category of 1970 Occupation by Category of 1965 Occupation

for Men and Women with Different Occupations at the Two

Times: Workers Aged 51-55 in 1970

Occupati n

in 1965

1970 Occupation

Total

Men

Realistic (R) 417 34 1 15 82 22- 571

Investigative (I) 15 8 2 10 1 37

Artistic A 2 0 .1_. 0 4- 7

Social (S ) 6 0 9 45

Enterprising E) 57 70 5 163

Conventional 15 0 15 16 49

Total 512 .57, 46 190 38 872

Women..

Realistic 102 0 15 19 28 165

Investigative 0 1 0 1 0 0 2

Artistic 0 0 0 2 0

Social 9 1 4 46 5 17 82

Enterpris ng 6 0 0 7 16 19 48

Conventional 32 2 0 16 20 121 191

Total 149 85 62 185 491

Note. This table _includes only those workers wh 37digit

census code for their 1970 occppatipn,differed_from -the_code_Y5r_L_
_ _

their 1965 occupation. Underlining shows frequencies in the

same category at both times
a
60.8% agreement, K 306, p < 001, est.,Va_ = .000622:

b'
58.2% agreement, K = 412, p < .001 est. Var K .000914.
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Table A-5

Category of 1970 Occupation ty Category of 1965 Occupation

for Men and Women with Different Occupations at the Two

Times: Workers Aged. 6165 in 1970

Occupation

in 1965

1970 Occupation

Mena

Total

Realistic (R) 219

Investigative (I ) 14

Artistic 1

Social (S) 11

Enterprising

Conventional

Total

30 12 275

31

Realistic

Investigative

Artistic

Social

Enterprising

Conventional

Total

45

1

0

12

3

6

67

Women
b

3 0 16

0 0

0 0

2 16

0 0 2

0 1 2

4 14 02

0 1 3

1 2 4

3 5 38

6 10 21

6 46 61

20 78 209

_Note .--This-table-includes-onlythose_workers-wtiose-37dkgi-----
census code for their 1970 occupation differed from the code for

their 1965 occupation. Underlining shows frequencies
same category at both times.
a
60.4% agreement, K =

54.1% agreement, K = .364, p

.28-7- Vaffic

001989.


